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Abstract: The development of industry and application of new production techniques could bring about extraordinary problems that
have been neglected. One of these challenges in terms of soil mechanics is high frequency cyclic loading. Well constructed foundation may reduce this troublesome phenomenon but excluding it is usually uneconomic.
In this paper, shakedown theory assumptions were studied. Cyclically loaded soils behave in various ways depending on the applied stress rate. Common cohesive soils in Poland, i.e., sandy-silty clays are problematic and understanding of their behaviour in
various conditions is desired. In order to study repeated loading of this material, cyclic triaxial test were carried out. Cyclic loading
tests were conducted also in one way compression. These methods in small strain regime allow permanent strain increment analysis
with resilient response after numerous cycles. This behaviour was subsequently exploited in the study of shakedown theory. This paper contains some conclusions concerning the above-mentioned theory.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of porous material fatigue due to
cyclic loads beyond failure loads is well recognized
[2], [10], [12]. However, the occurrence of plastic
strain in a structure may not cause failure even after
numerous repetitions. It is obvious that such behaviour of soil subjected to cyclic loading is dependent on
stress rate [15], [20]. Furthermore, such properties as
amplitude, frequency of load and physical behaviour
became clarified. It was observed in many tests that
there exists a limit stress which causes different response due to repeated loading [25]. This threshold
stress is called the critical stress and under this value
cyclically loaded soil will show no further development of permanent strains and after some limited
number of repetitions will behave purely elastically.
This critical limit is referred to shakedown theory and
is classified as shakedown [18]. This theory is used to
find the critical point of bearing capacity of a structure
under cyclic loads.
Researchers have reported many such cases when
soil subjected to repeated excitations responds with
equilibrium state after numerous repetitions in contrast to first ten cycles during which rapid displacements are observed [4], [17]. Equilibrium state can be

reached in soils under plastic strain increment accumulation after numerous cycles. The occurrence of
plastic strains even after 20000 load cycles is called
“plastic shakedown” [21], [23].
Shakedown theory was first introduced by Melan
[11] for constructions under static load. Later, for
static conditions shakedown kinematic theory was
introduced by Koiter [8]. In geotechnical engineering,
including first reports by Sharp and Brooker [18]
shakedown was applied to the stability of soil structures. Further studies concern pavement and offshore
foundations [16], [26]. Of great importance as regards
soils is unusual, in comparison with concrete or steel,
plastic flow which results in unclear shakedown limits.
To simplify the mathematical description of shakedown behaviour, application of the traditional elastoplastic analysis together with the recognition criterion
of shakedown models was proposed [6].
The shakedown of soil was also observed in studies on cyclic unconfined compressive strength test and
on cyclic CBR test [5], [19].
The purpose of this paper is to find shakedown
limit and establish relationships which may clarify the
behaviour of soil under cyclic loading. Previous research
[6], [1] concentrated on the development of shakedown theory using the Druker–Pager and Mohr–Coulomb yield criteria in finite element models.
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In the present study, small strains were applied to
soil sample in a cyclic manner causing the specimen
to reach elastic shakedown. This phenomenon is
called the lower bound dynamic shakedown. Research was carried out on cyclic triaxial equipment
on compacted clayey samples applying Proctor’s
method.
Tests were conducted on cohesive soil samples
which are common soils in northern part of Poland
which lie on the surface and become base of pavements and shallow foundations.

2. SHAKEDOWN THEORY
Shakedown theory is proposed as a method of
analysis of the plastic collapse of soil subjected to
variable loads. Unlike with the static load when limit
analysis is employed to obtain proper design values,
cyclic loading of material such as soils needs to be
treated in different manner. Shakedown limit provides
a rational criterion for design purposes [9].
As was mentioned above, shakedown limit can be
utilised as critical shakedown load criterion for designed materials. Numerous studies dedicated to compute lower and upper bounds of critical shakedown
load with application of finite element method software and a linear programming procedure were conducted [27], [3]. Repeated Loading Tests (RLT) conducted on unbound granular materials which are
commonly utilised as pavement subbase were studied
for the purpose of applying shakedown theory. The
proposed criterion [22], [23] for unbound granular
materials relates shakedown limits with vertical
strains, especially when vertical plastic strain is plotted against vertical strains in each cycle. Soil loaded
with cyclic force response behaves in one of the four
possible ways:
1. Elastic response – in the case of sufficiently low
loading levels, where no permanent strain accumulation occurs.
2. Elastic shakedown – the repeated load is high
enough to cause plastic strains but still low to reach
plastic shakedown limit. At this stage, the plastic
strain increment is finite and after certain number of
cyclic loads the elastic response will be restored.
3. Plastic shakedown describes phenomena of repeated loading of soil where plastic strain occurs
after numerous repetitions. Nevertheless, the material achieves long-term steady state response. In
other words, soil becomes purely resilient after
completion of the post-compaction.

4. Plastic creep also called as intermediate response,
where the level of permanent strain rate decreases
in the first several load cycles to a low and nearly
constant level.

3. MATERIAL
In this study, material which was used for tests was
cohesive soil taken from the road construction site. For
the purpose of ensuring good specimen reproducibility, an artificial soil is used for the tests. For all the
samples, conditions of water content in compaction
procedure was maintained. The compaction, with
respect to the Proctor method, was chosen because of
typical engineering application preservation. Optimal
moisture content was wopt = 10.58%, dry density was
ρds = 1.97 g/cm3. Based on the sieve analysis, this soil
was classified as sandy-silty clay (sasiCl). Liquid
limit obtained from Casagrande apparatus was WL =
22.5%. Void ratio was e = 0.38.

4. TEST PROCEDURE
The tests are carried out with a triaxial cell for cylindrical soil specimens with diameter equal to 7 cm
and height of 14 cm. The samples were fully saturated
and B-value for each test was more than 0.90. Samples were then subjected to an isotropic effective confining pressure of 270 kPa and consolidated. All
specimens were normally consolidated. The deviator
stress q was 30 kPa and then the specimens were
unloaded to 24 kPa, the amplitude of loading being
equal to 6 kPa. Repeated loading triaxial tests were
conducted in a consolidated-undrained (CU) one-way
cyclic loading manner. The cyclic loading was applied
in vertical direction with the sine wave. The frequency
of the test was equal to 1.0 Hz. Such a cyclic stress
level and initial confining pressure were used to define
the effects on cyclic behavior. The number of cycles
was 10000. During the test, effective stress p′ was decreasing due to an increase of the pore pressure.

5. RESULTS
Repeated loading triaxial test results are presented
in Fig. 1 as the plots of the Cambridge deviator stress q
against effective mean stress p′.
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Fig. 1. Plot of effective stress and deviator stress from repeated loading triaxial test for sandy-silty clay

On this plot standard stress path was obtained.
Figure 1 presents the first 2240 cycles and the last
1000 cycles. It is easy to find that stress paths tend to
decrease with the mean effective stress p′. Stress p′
decrement is bound with an increase of the pore water
pressure u, which relationship was reported by researchers when CU triaxial tests were conducted [24],
[7]. Effective stress during tests follows the same
pattern. In the first 50 cycles, the decrease of p′ was
high, then it stabilized, and during the last 10 000 cycles was reduced by 1.13 kPa (0.113 Pa per cycle).

Fig. 2. Plot of pore pressure u evolution
during repeated loading triaxial test on sandy-silty clay sample

The phenomenon of decreasing effective stress p′
as was mentioned above, in undrained conditions is
bounded with the pore pressure u increase. Interesting
occurrence is presented in Fig. 2. The plot of pore
water pressure against axial vertical strain shows two
phases of cyclic loading. In the first one, pore pressure
is generated with plastic strain increment. Then strain
increase potential rapidly stops and only excess pore
pressure is generated with the number of cycles constantly decreasing.
It is observed that less internal excess pore water
pressure Δu will be produced due to the reduction of
void ratio [13].
Figure 3 presents a detailed view of hysteresis
loop from repeated loading triaxial tests in selected
cycles. Figure 2 can provide useful information about
the end of void ratio decreasing and the threshold
strain when excess pore water pressure will rapidly
increase was set at εtrd = 1.477%. Figure 3 presents
hysteresis loops that are closed, which indicates plastic shakedown occurrence. Despite this fact, plastic
strain still occurs and as was mentioned above excess
pore water pressure still rises. The visible differences
between the shape of hysteresis no. 100 and no. 10 000
are easy to find. The 100th cycle of repeated loading
seems to tend to the linear elastic response and further
elastic shakedown of soil material. The 10 000th cycle
is characterized by grater resilient elastic strain and
more nonlinear stress paths. The reason of such behavior is that during cyclic loading before threshold
strain occurs soil specimen undergoes compaction
process. After compaction phase, the sample accumulates more of deviatoric stress on water pressure.
Plastic strain occurrence after compaction phase
causes a decrease of sample stiffness and hence an
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increase in the resilient strain. The proper presentation
of this phenomenon is given in Fig. 4, where resilient
modulus Mr is plotted in consecutive loading cycles.

Fig. 3. Plot of detailed hysteresis loop
in selected cycles during one way cyclic loading in
consolidated undrained repeated loading triaxial test

Resilient modulus Mr is defined as a quotient of cyclic stress Δσ during cycle to elastic (resilient) strain Δε
in this cycle. In the first cycle, for example, the resilient
modulus was equal to 2.98 MPa. After 100 cycles, Mr
value rises up to 94.33 MPa. In the first phase, when
threshold strain εtrd was not obtained, resilient modulus
value growth was constant. During about fife cycles
around threshold strain εtrd soil specimens sustained
abrupt increase of mechanical properties in the form of
resilient modulus increase. Then, in the second phase,
resilient modulus rises again in a constant manner to
the point of peak value equal to 101.32 MPa at 121st
cycle. After that Mr value deceases in a constant manner to 69.25 MPa at 10 000th cycle.
Figure 4 also predicts a decrement of resilient
modulus in numerous cycles. The decrease of Mr
characteristic is caused by resilient strain increase.
Total plastic stain increment in cycles between 99
and 10 000 equals ΔεP = 0.0402% and total strain
between the above mentioned boundary cycles equals
ΔεT = 0.0425%, which means that the increment of the
total stress is greater than the increase of the plastic
strains.
Figure 5 presents a growth of vertical strain
during the next cycles. An increase of strain corresponds with a decrease of resilient modulus value
and increment of excess pore pressure. The observed phenomenon of strain relaxation is associated with excess pore pressure increment, which is
caused by the end of compaction process and gov-

erned by threshold strain on which a rapid change
in mechanical performance occurred.

Fig. 4. Plot of the resilient modulus variability
during repeated loading (complete points
– first phase, empty points – second phase)

Fig. 5. Plot of the vertical strain during repeated loading test
(complete points – peak resilient modulus value,
empty points – phase of the resilient modulus decrement)

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, results of cyclic triaxial test on sandysilty clay specimen which was loaded by a force caused
low strains have been presented. During the test of
10 000 repeated loads plastic shakedown phenomenon
was noted. The data obtained from the test led to the
following conclusions concerning the development of
plastic shakedown in undrained conditions:
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1. Based on the tests in undrained conditions we
obtained standard stress paths where effective
stress p′ decreases with the excess pore pressure
Δu growth. The last 1000 cycles caused a decrease
of p′ of about 1.13 kPa. This phenomenon could
indicate that in the next cycles the excess pore
pressure will still extinguish.
2. Analysing the pore pressure evolution during repeated loading we found threshold strain at which
compaction process is ended and a rapid increase
of mechanical properties is observed.
3. The above-mentioned compaction process relies
on void ratio decreasing. The phenomenon of
an increase in abrupt resilient modulus Mr value
is partially bounded with optimal density of soil
in such conditions and with pore pressure increase which takes some pressure of deviator
stress.
4. The process of repeated loading after threshold
strain occurrence led to identification of such behavior as plastic shakedown. Undrained conditions
of the test enabled one to find strain relaxation
phenomenon which is characterized by a bigger
total strain increment than plastic strain.
5. Predicting the possible behavior of soil specimen
in the 100 000th cycle in undrained conditions we
could state that resilient modulus will fall to the
values obtained at threshold strain. With that phenomenon it is possible to make prognosis as regards the dissipation of excess water pressure,
closing of hysteresis loop in plastic shakedown
manner and end of plastic strain increment. Nevertheless, further studies with one million repeated
loading cycles are needed to confirm such statements.
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